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Eleven-year-old Sam journeys across the Zagros and the Balkans to reach northern Europe, and
ultimately America, accompanied by his mythological hero and his horse from a 10th century
epic tale.



A YOUNG PALADIN OF ZABULK.A. LilleheiThe Kaia ProjectFor Mikayla and Noor This is
where his story begins, somewhere in the mountains on the border between ancient enemies in
a hostile and dark landscape. This is where heroes are born and warriors triumph, where youth
conquers and wisdom rules. Warriors appear in many sizes, shapes and guises. Sometimes
they’re only eleven years old, slight of frame, but with the heart of a lion and the strength of a
tiger. Sometimes they have the help of humans, sometimes of the gods. Usually they are alone
in the world, between humans and gods, between light and darkness, between good and evil.
Between Ahriman and Ahura Mazda in the battle of titans to dominate humans, at least
according to the ancient Zoroastrian tradition of dualism in its story of creation.Sam was his
name, at least, that’s all he’d told them. Nothing else. Not his family name, where he’d come
from, how he’d arrived, what he’d been through. And unfortunately, I know from experience that
he probably wasn’t lost on a pleasant outing in the countryside. The police called one afternoon
unexpectedly and asked me to assist with a child who’d turned up alone. I arrived at the
reception center and met him for the first time. Together he and I began the process of learning
to trust and accept each other. These things can’t be rushed. In my line of work, we’re trained to
dispense compassion and care. That’s all. We aren’t there to judge, threaten or condemn. Slowly
we developed a friendship. Slowly he began to open up. All good things take time it’s said.
Slowly I earned his confidence. This is the story he told me, the young paladin, of his life and
journey.His exact words escape me, but if his memory and mine hold true, this is what
happened. The journey began one black night in the Zagros mountains.PART IThe Judas
blossom fades, the lovely faceOf light is dimmed, and darkness takes its place.FerdowsiLong
ago in ancient Zabulistan lived Zal, a legendaryPersian soldier and general. Like his father and
his father’s fathers before him, he became a great warrior and hero. After inheriting the lands of
his ancestors, Zal set out on a royal journey to visit his eastern provinces. In Kabul he heard
tales of the exquisite Rudahbeh, the daughter of the Babylonian vassal king Mehrab. Seeing her,
he was lost to love even though she was descended from the evil Zahhak. Despite his feelings,
Zal knew his father would never approve of a marriage to his beloved. And Rudahbeh had heard
the tales of Zal’s triumphs and glory. Unable to resist her, Zal went to the palace, and she threw
down her long tresses for him to climb to her chamber. But afraid of hurting her, he used his own
rope instead and climbed the steep palace fortifications. They fell madly in love, and Rudahbeh
conceived a child that night. The child she bore was named Rostam whom seers predicted
would become the conqueror of the world.As told in the , Ferdowsi, 10th centuryChapter 1
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vassal king Mehrab. Seeing her, he was lost to love even though she was descended from the
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They fell madly in love, and Rudahbeh conceived a child that night. The child she bore was
named Rostam whom seers predicted would become the conqueror of the world.As told in the ,
Ferdowsi, 10th centuryChapter 1Darkness swallowed the battered jeep as it sped along the
dusty roads. Without headlines to light the path, it was nearly impossible to see the worn tracks
snaking before them. The vehicle careened on with only a shimmering slice of moon rays to
guide them. Sam crouched down anxiously in the backseat between the two older boys. The
boys’ father sat in the passenger seat next to a sabzi, an olive-skinned younger man who drove
with reckless skill and fearless abandon, swerving as a rock appeared in the road or a rabbit
skittered out of the path of the lurching vehicle. It had been two hours since they left the main
road that connects Salmas to Khoy in the north of Iran. Their destination: a remote spot near the
Turkish border where they would meet their contacts. Two hours before he’d said a tearful
farewell to Baba, his father. The terrain was rugged, and the snow-topped mountains weren’t
particularly high, but steep and treacherous. The high desert earth was dry with splotches of
vegetation. Canyons and valleys created great slices through the mountain peaks which parted
willingly to the mythical sword wielded by some god of an ancient dynasty, long forgotten by
modern dwellers. Old dynasties were replaced by new ones. New creation stories, new
traditions, new gods. The mountains, valley and canyons, the desert and hills – they remained
the same, although new names might be created, or new myths evolve. The vehicle pushed on,
oblivious and unaffected by the changes in history or names. The rutted surface was changed
only by the winds and rains that redirected and sculpted it with each passing season.
Fortunately, they were all strapped tightly in seatbelts, otherwise the passengers would have
been hurled about the cabin as a wheel sank into a wide crack, or a rock caused one side to tilt



as the vehicle sped on. When Sam first slid onto the backseat, he noticed that the jeep was
marked by countless dents and scrapes. Undoubtedly caused by many forays through the same
hillsides. Many travelers before them had used night’s cloak to reach a position somewhere in
the mystical mountain passes ahead. Unknown to them, but well known to the men who took
their money in exchange for silence and secrecy. The boys, Amir and Amin, were twins, 15
years old, fraternal fortunately so Sam had no difficulty distinguishing them. He’d met them
several days before when Sam and his father arrived in Tabriz. His father had arranged for him to
accompany Amir, Amin and Farhad, their father, to cross the mountain passes into Turkey. The
border was heavily guarded, with increased checkpoints and military patrolling vast stretches.
The only means to cross involved a journey on foot or horseback, which is where they were
headed. A location somewhere known only to their driver, Arvin. Many before them had been
packed into trucks by smugglers, but most of them were stopped and turned back. Unaware at
the time, Sam had travelled with his father from Teheran to Tabriz, allegedly to visit their cousins
for a short while. As they departed, Sam’s mother had been terribly sad, as she always was
when he left home. But this time Sam thought, this is different. His mother was distraught beyond
consolation. Sam didn’t understand why and kept comforting her. His father’s eyes welled also,
which was strange. Baba was accompanying him on the trip. They would be together, and the
trip would only be for three days. Sam thought. ‘It’s all right, Maman, I’ll be back soon, you’ll see.’
These words only caused Maman to break into more tears and sobs of grief. Sam had never
seen his usually calm and even-natured mother caught in howling throes of pure anguish. It
wasn’t like her. She was the cornerstone of their family, the rock that supported Sam and his
sisters, the bosom of gentle compassion, but wrapped in the courage of a lioness. Confusion
flooded him, but his misgivings were quelled by the reminder that the trip would only be for a few
days. She would see when he returned, and their normal life would resume. At least their “new”
normal; their life had been upended forever during the past year. But at least during that time, a
semblance of a routine, home and lifestyle had been established for their little family of a mother,
father, a son and two young daughters. “Why doesn’t Maman just come with us?” Sam asked
his father. “Then she wouldn’t worry.” “The girls … your sisters … it’s best she stays here with
them,” Baba stammered, looking down and away. “And besides, I think a father and son trip
would be nice, don’t you? Just the two of us?” Baba’s voice broke, turning back toward him with
a wistful smile. He had been so reassuring that Sam never gave it another thought. It would be
nice to have Baba all to himself for a few days, even if they were staying with relatives. Sam also
looked forward to playing with his cousins again. He hadn’t seen them since last Nowruz, the
new year, and he’d developed a strong friendship with his cousin Benyamin. They were the
same age, shared the same hobbies and liked to spend time together exploring outdoors.***
But Baba wasn’t there. He wasn’t in the vehicle with them. They’d left him beside the road,
waving as they drove off. Baba stood there in silence beside his Uncle Kamran’s car. Baba and
his uncle waved as they pulled farther and farther away into the night. Sam was alone with
people he had only met a few days before. Farhad, a childhood friend of Baba and the Farhad’s



twin sons. The three of them and him, Sam. And a driver with an unusual accent. The twins were
friendly, and their father was kind, but he felt alone even though there were five people in the
battered vehicle. Hardly time to think about anything other than the jostling and chaos of the
dusty road that unfolded in the darkness. Why would Baba send his only son off with people
who were essential strangers? Baba believed in him; Sam knew that. And Baba was deeply
religious but never forced Sam to go to mosque nor pray. But Baba prayed, every day. And Sam
would watch and emulate his father out of love and respect. Other children might have rebelled,
but Baba led by example and with a soft heart – and the big rough hands, sunburnt face and
neck, and wrinkled eyes of a farmer who spent long hours in the sun.Baba was a devout Muslim,
but he was also a proud Persian and never tired of telling Sam about his heritage, family and the
stories they lived by. Sam knew the story of Rostam by heart since Baba repeated it constantly.
“You, my son, the light of my eyes, you are like Rostam. You will conquer the world,” Baba would
say. Again and again, Baba would tell him the story of Rostam and his strength, courage and
wisdom. “You are my Rostam,” Baba beamed. Baba would begin. Rostam’s father Zal had been
abandoned when he was born, and Zal was raised by the kindly Simorgh, a benevolent giant
bird who lived in the White Mountains. But when Zal became older, he began to long for a family
of his own kind. The Simorgh understood and sacrificed her wishes for the sake of Zal. She
knew he belonged with his own people. Her work was done; she had lovingly raised and
protected Zal until his father Sam finally returned to the mountain to take Zal home. And here
Baba would pause and explain yet again, ‘You know, you are named after Zal’s father, Sam the
king.’ This confused the fair, slender, blue-eyed boy. Sam tried to sort it out: I’m named after
Sam, father of Zal, grandfather of Rostam. But Baba constantly reminded Sam how he was a
modern-day Rostam. The grandson, the great paladin. “Then why didn’t you just name me
‘Rostam’?” Sam would ask, perplexed by the two names. “I tried, I wanted to name you Rostam,
but your mother refused. We finally agreed on Sam, which was just as well. She had a point.”
“What point?” Sam then asked. “Your mother was superstitious. After all, Rostam became the
mightiest warrior and was undefeated, but his own story involves tragedy. Rostam unknowingly
kills his own son, Sohrab, when they met on the battlefield as strangers. Maman didn’t want to
burden you with the destiny of Rostam.” “That I would grow up and kill innocents, you mean?”
“Well, not so serious,” Baba answered. “But she didn’t want to risk the evil eye and pass his
legacy on to you.” “I wouldn’t become a bad person? Why would Maman worry about that?”
“She simply didn’t want to invite fate, mashallah, you know,” Baba said. But then he would
change the subject and return to the stories of Rostam, the hero that Sam was destined to
emulate in character and deeds. Baba continued. Zal returned to the home of his people, to the
family of humanity and said goodbye to his beloved adopted mother, the Simorgh. To ease the
pain, the Simorgh gave Zal three white feathers. If Zal ever needed her, he should burn a feather,
and she would come to his aid. Many years passed and Zal married the beautiful Rudabeh. She
became pregnant, and when it was time for the child to be born, she was in great pain and had
difficulty giving birth. Then Zal remembered the three feathers. Quickly he burned one and the



Simorgh appeared. The Simorgh taught Zal how to perform a Caesarean birth, which he did.
They prepared herbs for Rudahbeh and comforted her throughout her labor. Finally, with Zal’s
help, Rudahbeh gave birth to an enormous baby – huge – a veritable lion’s cub – whom they
named Rostam. At this point in the story, Baba always stopped to remind Sam that he, his son,
was the biggest baby he’d ever seen. Mashallah. That anyone in the family, among the neighbors
and their town in fact, had ever seen. Thus, Baba wanted to name him Rostam after the
‘conqueror of the world’ … except Maman objected. Baba gave in to the mother lioness. Baba
was certain Sam would grow to be a miracle child, just like Rostam who was unlike any other
child in the world. Within five days, Rostam had grown from a small baby to a child; after a few
weeks, he had grown to the size and strength of a full-grown young man. In fact, Rostam was so
strong as a child that he was able to stop a raging white elephant that an army was unable to
defeat. At least that’s how the story is told. The legend of Rostam. And Baba never tired of
reminding Sam how much he was like him. “After all, you were the most special child I’d ever
seen. That anyone had ever seen. You were Rostam reborn,” Baba would conclude. Sam
listened to his father intently, trying to understand how and why he was like Rostam. Slowly the
myths began to replace reality, in his imagination anyway. He would become the hero his father
dreamt of; he would be a warrior, but rather a peaceful warrior of wisdom. And then Baba would
continue with more stories of Rostam’s childhood, stories that centuries later continue to amaze
people. Still a child, Rostam was sent to the White Mountain. Rebels were raging among the
people and had to be stopped. Rostam disguised himself as a simple salt merchant sent to
defeat the renegades. He was clever and realized that salt was precious, and they would buy his
merchandise. But they fell into his trap when they invited him in, and Rostam single-handedly
defeated the rebels in their own fortress. The people cheered and hailed Rostam as a hero. He
was still only a child. At this moment in the story Baba would pause, brush Sam’s dark locks
from his forehead and look deeply into Sam’s crystalline blue eyes, wide-set and curious. “And
you are my Rostam, light of my eyes. You are that hero. Remember that. You can be like him in
spirit.” Whenever Sam would doubt himself, he’d remember his father’s words, that he was a
miracle child, a champion, a young paladin. Baba’s belief in Sam gave him confidence, but there
was also doubt to overcome at times. Little by little, with each repetition, Sam began to believe
that he was strong, that he possessed the knowledge and strength to defeat any enemy, maybe
not with a sword or on the battlefield. But there were other enemies to confront. He met them on
the streets, in back alleys, and in the schoolyard. Sam often thought about his father’s words
and stories. Baba had told him so many times that Sam began to believe the heroes were real.
They became his constant companions. Baba instilled strength and confidence in his son from
the time he began to talk. Little by little, Sam was determined: someday he would become
Rostam. He wouldn’t disappoint Baba. Sam listened and learned all the stories of his rich
culture, but he also loved hearing about the Prophet Mohammed. Baba would tell stories from
the Qur’an, the hadiths, and Sam would listen intently, admiring his father’s knowledge, memory
and devotion. Stories of the Prophet’s good deeds, not just to people, but love and respect for all



things. Some of Sam’s favorite stories were about animals. Six chapters of the Qur’an are named
after creatures: the cow, cattle, bees, ants, spider and elephant. And the hadiths had even more
stories of cats, dogs, horses and camels. In Islam it’s believed that animals are conscious of
Allah and praise him – in their own way. Sam thought of everything his father had taught him. To
be a good person, to do good deeds. He would honor his family and they would be proud.*** My
life in the West was very different, but somehow it was also the same, at least about hopes and
fears. I couldn’t help but think that it was a weighty burden for one so young. Shouldn’t Sam have
been spending time playing and enjoying a carefree childhood? But then, I hadn’t either. I
suppose it strengthened my connection to him even though we’d grown up on different
continents, thousands of miles apart. Physically. Spiritually, I’d been that child too.*** The road
continued on, and the passengers grew anxious with every turn, weary of the tossing and
discomfort of the vehicle as it careened along. The boys glanced among themselves,
occasionally catching sight of each other’s gaze in the moonlit dark. None of them dared to
speak. Farhad glanced back from time to time. Normally a car trip meant sleeping, being bored
or whining about when would they arrive. But the tension was too great among the five of them.
Even the driver was quiet and furtively looked up and down, left and right, ahead and behind, as
though expecting the hills to come alive suddenly like a stone monster who would rear up and
swallow the vehicle. The jeep slowed as the road became even more pitted by holes or large
rocks that blocked their path. At times Farhad had to jump out and roll a small boulder out of the
way. Other times, Arvin struggled to maneuver around a larger stone that couldn’t be budged.
The boys became more fearful every time Arvin stopped the vehicle. They gazed out at the wild,
deserted hills on either side. The mountains loomed like hovering giants, hunched over, glaring
at their prey. After another hour Arvin pointed in the distance, on the side of a hill to the left.
They noticed a movement in the dark. A number of vague figures were travelling rapidly along a
path that would intersect with theirs. In a matter of minutes their paths would cross. Sam held his
breath and looked frantically from one twin to the other. The darkness disguised their fear, but he
could sense it in the tension. Unable to move, their rigid bodies could have been sprung like the
bow of Arash, the archer from the Shahnameh. Arvin seemed calm and unperturbed, following
the movement of the figures while still watching the rutted road ahead. Their vehicle swung
around a bend, and there they were. Three riders mounted, each leading another horse. They
stood beside the road about fifty feet ahead. Sam could barely see their dark profiles, heads
wrapped in tribal garb, the outline of their rifles, the figures even blacker against the dark sky.
Sam gasped and felt the tension of the twins on either side of him. Amin reached for his father’s
shoulder who turned and whispered, “Javash, javash, easy, easy, it’s ok.” Arvin pulled up beside
the group and indicated that everyone should get out. He went to the back of the jeep and took
out the backpacks and sleeping bags they had packed for the journey. Sam’s father had packed
his, but Sam had no idea what was in it. Farhad had taken it when they met and changed
vehicles. The riders only spoke to Arvin, in a dialect that Sam didn’t understand, except a few
words. In the dark it was difficult to make out the faces of the riders, especially since the horses



were nervous, moving and stomping as they tried to approach. The horse each rider was leading
had an empty saddle. Arvin first helped Amir and Amin mount two separate horses. Farhad
mounted the third horse, and Arvin lifted Sam up behind him. It wasn’t easy as the horse
continued to snort and dance back and forth, nervous from the commotion. Finally, after several
attempts, Sam was securely astride the horse, his slender arms tightly grasping Farhad’s middle.
He could feel the taut muscles of the older man who was surprisingly fit. Sam could also smell
the sweat of his body mixed with the acrid smell of cigarettes. Sam wasn’t accustomed to the
strong odor. His father didn’t smoke. Nor did anyone in his family, but they had neighbors who
did, so it wasn’t a completely unfamiliar smell. But now with his face firmly implanted in Farhad’s
broad back, there was no escaping the odor of pungent sweat mixed with stale tobacco. With
the help of Arvin, the riders quickly strapped the backpacks and sleeping bags to their own
saddles. Then they turned the horses around and began the ascent up the hills towards the
mountains. Each rider led the horse behind him, leaving Farhad, Amin and Amir free of the reins
and able to clutch the front of their saddles with both hands. None of them had ever ridden
before. Amir and Amin were clearly frightened beyond all sense, calling for their father, “Baba,
Baba!”

 Why would Baba send his only son off with people who were essential strangers? Baba
believed in him; Sam knew that. And Baba was deeply religious but never forced Sam to go to
mosque nor pray. But Baba prayed, every day. And Sam would watch and emulate his father out
of love and respect. Other children might have rebelled, but Baba led by example and with a soft
heart – and the big rough hands, sunburnt face and neck, and wrinkled eyes of a farmer who
spent long hours in the sun.Baba was a devout Muslim, but he was also a proud Persian and
never tired of telling Sam about his heritage, family and the stories they lived by. Sam knew the
story of Rostam by heart since Baba repeated it constantly. “You, my son, the light of my eyes,
you are like Rostam. You will conquer the world,” Baba would say. Again and again, Baba would
tell him the story of Rostam and his strength, courage and wisdom. “You are my Rostam,” Baba
beamed. Baba would begin. Rostam’s father Zal had been abandoned when he was born, and
Zal was raised by the kindly Simorgh, a benevolent giant bird who lived in the White Mountains.
But when Zal became older, he began to long for a family of his own kind. The Simorgh
understood and sacrificed her wishes for the sake of Zal. She knew he belonged with his own
people. Her work was done; she had lovingly raised and protected Zal until his father Sam finally
returned to the mountain to take Zal home. And here Baba would pause and explain yet again,
‘You know, you are named after Zal’s father, Sam the king.’ This confused the fair, slender, blue-
eyed boy. Sam tried to sort it out: I’m named after Sam, father of Zal, grandfather of Rostam. But
Baba constantly reminded Sam how he was a modern-day Rostam. The grandson, the great
paladin. “Then why didn’t you just name me ‘Rostam’?” Sam would ask, perplexed by the two
names. “I tried, I wanted to name you Rostam, but your mother refused. We finally agreed on
Sam, which was just as well. She had a point.” “What point?” Sam then asked. “Your mother



was superstitious. After all, Rostam became the mightiest warrior and was undefeated, but his
own story involves tragedy. Rostam unknowingly kills his own son, Sohrab, when they met on the
battlefield as strangers. Maman didn’t want to burden you with the destiny of Rostam.” “That I
would grow up and kill innocents, you mean?” “Well, not so serious,” Baba answered. “But she
didn’t want to risk the evil eye and pass his legacy on to you.” “I wouldn’t become a bad person?
Why would Maman worry about that?” “She simply didn’t want to invite fate, mashallah, you
know,” Baba said. But then he would change the subject and return to the stories of Rostam, the
hero that Sam was destined to emulate in character and deeds. Baba continued. Zal returned to
the home of his people, to the family of humanity and said goodbye to his beloved adopted
mother, the Simorgh. To ease the pain, the Simorgh gave Zal three white feathers. If Zal ever
needed her, he should burn a feather, and she would come to his aid. Many years passed and
Zal married the beautiful Rudabeh. She became pregnant, and when it was time for the child to
be born, she was in great pain and had difficulty giving birth. Then Zal remembered the three
feathers. Quickly he burned one and the Simorgh appeared. The Simorgh taught Zal how to
perform a Caesarean birth, which he did. They prepared herbs for Rudahbeh and comforted her
throughout her labor. Finally, with Zal’s help, Rudahbeh gave birth to an enormous baby – huge –
a veritable lion’s cub – whom they named Rostam. At this point in the story, Baba always
stopped to remind Sam that he, his son, was the biggest baby he’d ever seen. Mashallah. That
anyone in the family, among the neighbors and their town in fact, had ever seen. Thus, Baba
wanted to name him Rostam after the ‘conqueror of the world’ … except Maman objected. Baba
gave in to the mother lioness. Baba was certain Sam would grow to be a miracle child, just like
Rostam who was unlike any other child in the world. Within five days, Rostam had grown from a
small baby to a child; after a few weeks, he had grown to the size and strength of a full-grown
young man. In fact, Rostam was so strong as a child that he was able to stop a raging white
elephant that an army was unable to defeat. At least that’s how the story is told. The legend of
Rostam. And Baba never tired of reminding Sam how much he was like him. “After all, you were
the most special child I’d ever seen. That anyone had ever seen. You were Rostam reborn,” Baba
would conclude. Sam listened to his father intently, trying to understand how and why he was
like Rostam. Slowly the myths began to replace reality, in his imagination anyway. He would
become the hero his father dreamt of; he would be a warrior, but rather a peaceful warrior of
wisdom. And then Baba would continue with more stories of Rostam’s childhood, stories that
centuries later continue to amaze people. Still a child, Rostam was sent to the White Mountain.
Rebels were raging among the people and had to be stopped. Rostam disguised himself as a
simple salt merchant sent to defeat the renegades. He was clever and realized that salt was
precious, and they would buy his merchandise. But they fell into his trap when they invited him
in, and Rostam single-handedly defeated the rebels in their own fortress. The people cheered
and hailed Rostam as a hero. He was still only a child. At this moment in the story Baba would
pause, brush Sam’s dark locks from his forehead and look deeply into Sam’s crystalline blue
eyes, wide-set and curious. “And you are my Rostam, light of my eyes. You are that hero.



Remember that. You can be like him in spirit.” Whenever Sam would doubt himself, he’d
remember his father’s words, that he was a miracle child, a champion, a young paladin. Baba’s
belief in Sam gave him confidence, but there was also doubt to overcome at times. Little by little,
with each repetition, Sam began to believe that he was strong, that he possessed the knowledge
and strength to defeat any enemy, maybe not with a sword or on the battlefield. But there were
other enemies to confront. He met them on the streets, in back alleys, and in the schoolyard.
Sam often thought about his father’s words and stories. Baba had told him so many times that
Sam began to believe the heroes were real. They became his constant companions. Baba
instilled strength and confidence in his son from the time he began to talk. Little by little, Sam
was determined: someday he would become Rostam. He wouldn’t disappoint Baba. Sam
listened and learned all the stories of his rich culture, but he also loved hearing about the
Prophet Mohammed. Baba would tell stories from the Qur’an, the hadiths, and Sam would listen
intently, admiring his father’s knowledge, memory and devotion. Stories of the Prophet’s good
deeds, not just to people, but love and respect for all things. Some of Sam’s favorite stories were
about animals. Six chapters of the Qur’an are named after creatures: the cow, cattle, bees, ants,
spider and elephant. And the hadiths had even more stories of cats, dogs, horses and camels. In
Islam it’s believed that animals are conscious of Allah and praise him – in their own way. Sam
thought of everything his father had taught him. To be a good person, to do good deeds. He
would honor his family and they would be proud.*** My life in the West was very different, but
somehow it was also the same, at least about hopes and fears. I couldn’t help but think that it
was a weighty burden for one so young. Shouldn’t Sam have been spending time playing and
enjoying a carefree childhood? But then, I hadn’t either. I suppose it strengthened my connection
to him even though we’d grown up on different continents, thousands of miles apart. Physically.
Spiritually, I’d been that child too.*** The road continued on, and the passengers grew anxious
with every turn, weary of the tossing and discomfort of the vehicle as it careened along. The
boys glanced among themselves, occasionally catching sight of each other’s gaze in the moonlit
dark. None of them dared to speak. Farhad glanced back from time to time. Normally a car trip
meant sleeping, being bored or whining about when would they arrive. But the tension was too
great among the five of them. Even the driver was quiet and furtively looked up and down, left
and right, ahead and behind, as though expecting the hills to come alive suddenly like a stone
monster who would rear up and swallow the vehicle. The jeep slowed as the road became even
more pitted by holes or large rocks that blocked their path. At times Farhad had to jump out and
roll a small boulder out of the way. Other times, Arvin struggled to maneuver around a larger
stone that couldn’t be budged. The boys became more fearful every time Arvin stopped the
vehicle. They gazed out at the wild, deserted hills on either side. The mountains loomed like
hovering giants, hunched over, glaring at their prey. After another hour Arvin pointed in the
distance, on the side of a hill to the left. They noticed a movement in the dark. A number of
vague figures were travelling rapidly along a path that would intersect with theirs. In a matter of
minutes their paths would cross. Sam held his breath and looked frantically from one twin to the



other. The darkness disguised their fear, but he could sense it in the tension. Unable to move,
their rigid bodies could have been sprung like the bow of Arash, the archer from the Shahnameh.
Arvin seemed calm and unperturbed, following the movement of the figures while still watching
the rutted road ahead. Their vehicle swung around a bend, and there they were. Three riders
mounted, each leading another horse. They stood beside the road about fifty feet ahead. Sam
could barely see their dark profiles, heads wrapped in tribal garb, the outline of their rifles, the
figures even blacker against the dark sky. Sam gasped and felt the tension of the twins on either
side of him. Amin reached for his father’s shoulder who turned and whispered, “Javash, javash,
easy, easy, it’s ok.” Arvin pulled up beside the group and indicated that everyone should get out.
He went to the back of the jeep and took out the backpacks and sleeping bags they had packed
for the journey. Sam’s father had packed his, but Sam had no idea what was in it. Farhad had
taken it when they met and changed vehicles. The riders only spoke to Arvin, in a dialect that
Sam didn’t understand, except a few words. In the dark it was difficult to make out the faces of
the riders, especially since the horses were nervous, moving and stomping as they tried to
approach. The horse each rider was leading had an empty saddle. Arvin first helped Amir and
Amin mount two separate horses. Farhad mounted the third horse, and Arvin lifted Sam up
behind him. It wasn’t easy as the horse continued to snort and dance back and forth, nervous
from the commotion. Finally, after several attempts, Sam was securely astride the horse, his
slender arms tightly grasping Farhad’s middle. He could feel the taut muscles of the older man
who was surprisingly fit. Sam could also smell the sweat of his body mixed with the acrid smell of
cigarettes. Sam wasn’t accustomed to the strong odor. His father didn’t smoke. Nor did anyone
in his family, but they had neighbors who did, so it wasn’t a completely unfamiliar smell. But now
with his face firmly implanted in Farhad’s broad back, there was no escaping the odor of pungent
sweat mixed with stale tobacco. With the help of Arvin, the riders quickly strapped the
backpacks and sleeping bags to their own saddles. Then they turned the horses around and
began the ascent up the hills towards the mountains. Each rider led the horse behind him,
leaving Farhad, Amin and Amir free of the reins and able to clutch the front of their saddles with
both hands. None of them had ever ridden before. Amir and Amin were clearly frightened beyond
all sense, calling for their father, “Baba, Baba!” As scared as Sam was, he had a strong grip on
Farhad. But more, he remembered Rostam’s great stallion, Rakhsh. He recalled the tales that
Baba had told him of Rostam’s skill as a warrior and great horseman. And of Rakhsh. Sam bit his
lip and steeled himself. He wouldn’t show weakness, nor would he cry for help. He grabbed
Farhad’s jacket and squeezed his arms even tighter. Not knowing how to ride, he squeezed both
his legs at the same time. Since he was behind the saddle, his slender legs reached down to the
flanks of their mount. The animal reacted swiftly, bolting when it felt Sam’s legs jab its soft belly,
nearly unseating Sam, but Farhad grabbed him. The rider leading them quickly pulled the lead
line as Sam’s mount bolted by. The rider rode up alongside and took the horse by the bridle,
remaining beside them instead of ahead. Sam was side-by-side, directly opposite the rugged
rider, his leg jostling the stranger’s, with the rough trotting motion of their horses pushing each



other along the narrow path. The rider bent down and moved Sam’s legs forward, indicating he
should keep his legs there. Shaking his head “no” and pointing to show Sam that he shouldn’t
kick the horse in its belly. Sam shook his head that he understood, but it was difficult to hold his
legs away with the bouncing. Each time he bumped the horse’s belly with every stride, the
skittish horse jumped forward and the lead rider had to pull him back again. Sam quickly
understood that the horse was scared and very sensitive in its flanks. Sam reacted calmly,
moving his legs as far forward as he could, but it was tiring. He could feel the horse’s own
anxiety, muscles tense as steel.*** I know how Sam must have felt. When I was about his age, I
was also thrown by a horse and broke my collarbone. I learned quickly and it was the only time a
horse threw me, although two other horses fell on top of me years later. Luckily, I moved quickly
to the side as a half-ton of flesh and hide nearly crushed me into the frozen ground one time, a
stone and gravel road the second. Sam reacted just as quickly. We both learned to admire and
respect the power of our steeds.*** When Baba talked about Rostam and his many adventures,
Sam’s favorite part was the story of Rakhsh, the stallion that only Rostam could ride. And no
other horse could carry the young boy, as big and mighty and strong as Rostam was. Sam
enjoyed hearing how Rostam tamed the stallion. Baba would become very excited when he told
this part of the tale, and fortunately Sam thought, Baba repeated it many times. The kingdom
was scoured from west to east to find a mount for Rostam. One by one each horse was brought
before him, but none could measure up. Remember, Baba would say, that Rostam was bigger
than any other warrior, even when he was a young child. Every horse that Rostam tried would
buckle under his weight, even when Rostam placed a single hand on their backs. How could any
horse carry him if none could bear the weight of just one of his hands? Then Rostam saw a
young colt with a coat of deep red. His body was covered in dapples, shining like copper. No one
knew where the young stallion came from, and no one could catch him. But Rostam tried, and lo
and behold, Rostam was the only one the colt would allow to approach. Sam had seen many
horses and had always wanted one. Only it had to be as brave and intelligent as Rostam’s
famous war horse. When Sam was born, his father had a farm, east of Rafsanjan and west of
Kerman in the southern part of Iran. The area produces much saffron and pistachios, and Sam’s
family had owned pistachio groves for many generations. He grew up in the city of Zarand, but
his family kept a country house on the farmlands which they would visit from time to time. Sam’s
father promised that he could have a horse when he turned twelve. Sam had waited patiently for
his 12th birthday. There were several horses on their farm, but they were work horses and old.
Sam wanted a magnificent, young horse, a great stallion of enormous strength and courage.
Sam had already decided to name his horse after Rostam’s mighty steed. He would call him
Rakhsh, a name from the east of Iran which means “luminous” for he was like lightning. He would
find a young stallion the same dark red, burnished color, a gigantic horse with intelligence and
spirit that could fight off lions and be as strong as an elephant. His Rakhsh would be as loyal to
him as the famous steed had been to Rostam. And only Sam could catch him. And only Sam
could ride him. Together they would race the wind in the hills around their country lands, through



the pistachio groves. Together they would find and defeat the evil jinn, spirits, in the hillsides
nearby. They would be the closest of friends and would be together their entire lives. Even
though Sam knew most horses only live a few decades, his Rakhsh would live forever. There
was one part of the story that Sam tried to forget about the treachery of a brother who caused
the death of both Rostam and Rakhsh. A cowardly act. Sam pushed that memory of the story out
of his thoughts; they would re-create history. His Rakhsh would grow old with him. He would
rather remember the many heroic deeds that Rakhsh would perform, protecting his master even
when he slept. Sam looked down at the horse he was riding. He again breathed in the smell of
sweat and tobacco. The odor of the horse’s sweat mingled with those of the man he clung to.
The sides of their horse were frothy, white with foam from running up the steep hill carrying two
bodies of dead-weight. The horse wasn’t nearly the size of Rakhsh and struggled to carry the
weight of two riders. His heaving grunts and huffing lungs brought Sam back to the moment as
he gazed out onto the dark landscape. The other five horses galloped ahead along a flat stretch
in the path. The lead rider then turned up the hillside and slowed to a gentle trot to give the
horses a break. Sam’s father told him that while horses can maintain a trot for many miles, they
can only run a short distance. But the horse’s trotting was jarring, not nearly as smooth as the
gallop. Sam wished they could run again, but he knew the horses couldn’t keep the pace very
long. The bumpy movement of the trotting animal nearly caused him to fall off again, and he
gripped Farhad even more tightly. He buried his face in Farhad’s back and squeezed his stick-
thin arms around the sturdy man. Sam wasn’t able to see very far in the darkness anyway. How
could the riders see where they were going? The faint moonlight provided some light, but
sometimes the moon slipped behind a cloud and all vision disappeared with it. Sam supposed
that the lead rider knew the way since he had made the journey many times. As the path
became steeper, the horses slowed to a walk and Sam was glad. His rear end was sore from
bumping up and down on the animal’s spine, and the chafing of the saddle beneath his legs had
caused blisters. The sweat of the heavily breathing horse had soaked through his trousers
making his skin wet and cold. How long would they ride through the night? Sam wondered. His
thoughts returned to his own Rakhsh, not Rostam’s stallion, but the one his father had promised
to buy him when he turned twelve. Soon, Sam would be twelve. Soon, he would have his very
own Rakhsh.*** Sam watched as the lead horse made its way through the low brush up the side
of the hill, just a shadow of darker black against lighter gray-black. The first rider led the horse
that Amir was riding. Another rider followed, leading Amin on his horse. Finally, the third rider
was only a few feet ahead, his right arm stretched out behind him, pulling the lead of the horse
carrying himself and Farhad. The moonlight appeared again, a strong beacon that pointed to the
top of a ridge above them. That’s where we’re going, Sam thought. The climb up the steep
canyon walls took another thirty minutes. They saw the first bright patches of snow. He knew
more would appear the higher they rode. When they reached the top, there was a dip and then
another sharp incline as the hill raced up to form yet another ridge. First, they had to slide down
a short incline. The horses bunched themselves up, hindquarters tucked squarely beneath them.



Then the rider leading their horse began yelling at them (although they had no idea what he was
saying!) showing them how to lean back as their horses began to slide down the steep hillside.
Their horse stayed close to the other horse leading him. Sam hung on even more tightly since
the hillside was uneven and their horse lurched from time to time, causing them to slide halfway
off the saddle. Sam and Farhad pulled themselves back up straight again, but it was difficult.
Sam could feel Farhad shaking and wondered how such a strong and powerful man could be
frightened. Sam wasn’t afraid; he refused to show fear; he trusted their “Rakhsh” to get them
down the hill safely.

 Why would Baba send his only son off with people who were essential strangers? Baba
believed in him; Sam knew that. And Baba was deeply religious but never forced Sam to go to
mosque nor pray. But Baba prayed, every day. And Sam would watch and emulate his father out
of love and respect. Other children might have rebelled, but Baba led by example and with a soft
heart – and the big rough hands, sunburnt face and neck, and wrinkled eyes of a farmer who
spent long hours in the sun.Baba was a devout Muslim, but he was also a proud Persian and
never tired of telling Sam about his heritage, family and the stories they lived by. Sam knew the
story of Rostam by heart since Baba repeated it constantly. “You, my son, the light of my eyes,
you are like Rostam. You will conquer the world,” Baba would say. Again and again, Baba would
tell him the story of Rostam and his strength, courage and wisdom. “You are my Rostam,” Baba
beamed. Baba would begin. Rostam’s father Zal had been abandoned when he was born, and
Zal was raised by the kindly Simorgh, a benevolent giant bird who lived in the White Mountains.
But when Zal became older, he began to long for a family of his own kind. The Simorgh
understood and sacrificed her wishes for the sake of Zal. She knew he belonged with his own
people. Her work was done; she had lovingly raised and protected Zal until his father Sam finally
returned to the mountain to take Zal home. And here Baba would pause and explain yet again,
‘You know, you are named after Zal’s father, Sam the king.’ This confused the fair, slender, blue-
eyed boy. Sam tried to sort it out: I’m named after Sam, father of Zal, grandfather of Rostam. But
Baba constantly reminded Sam how he was a modern-day Rostam. The grandson, the great
paladin. “Then why didn’t you just name me ‘Rostam’?” Sam would ask, perplexed by the two
names. “I tried, I wanted to name you Rostam, but your mother refused. We finally agreed on
Sam, which was just as well. She had a point.” “What point?” Sam then asked. “Your mother
was superstitious. After all, Rostam became the mightiest warrior and was undefeated, but his
own story involves tragedy. Rostam unknowingly kills his own son, Sohrab, when they met on the
battlefield as strangers. Maman didn’t want to burden you with the destiny of Rostam.” “That I
would grow up and kill innocents, you mean?” “Well, not so serious,” Baba answered. “But she
didn’t want to risk the evil eye and pass his legacy on to you.” “I wouldn’t become a bad person?
Why would Maman worry about that?” “She simply didn’t want to invite fate, mashallah, you
know,” Baba said. But then he would change the subject and return to the stories of Rostam, the
hero that Sam was destined to emulate in character and deeds. Baba continued. Zal returned to



the home of his people, to the family of humanity and said goodbye to his beloved adopted
mother, the Simorgh. To ease the pain, the Simorgh gave Zal three white feathers. If Zal ever
needed her, he should burn a feather, and she would come to his aid. Many years passed and
Zal married the beautiful Rudabeh. She became pregnant, and when it was time for the child to
be born, she was in great pain and had difficulty giving birth. Then Zal remembered the three
feathers. Quickly he burned one and the Simorgh appeared. The Simorgh taught Zal how to
perform a Caesarean birth, which he did. They prepared herbs for Rudahbeh and comforted her
throughout her labor. Finally, with Zal’s help, Rudahbeh gave birth to an enormous baby – huge –
a veritable lion’s cub – whom they named Rostam. At this point in the story, Baba always
stopped to remind Sam that he, his son, was the biggest baby he’d ever seen. Mashallah. That
anyone in the family, among the neighbors and their town in fact, had ever seen. Thus, Baba
wanted to name him Rostam after the ‘conqueror of the world’ … except Maman objected. Baba
gave in to the mother lioness. Baba was certain Sam would grow to be a miracle child, just like
Rostam who was unlike any other child in the world. Within five days, Rostam had grown from a
small baby to a child; after a few weeks, he had grown to the size and strength of a full-grown
young man. In fact, Rostam was so strong as a child that he was able to stop a raging white
elephant that an army was unable to defeat. At least that’s how the story is told. The legend of
Rostam. And Baba never tired of reminding Sam how much he was like him. “After all, you were
the most special child I’d ever seen. That anyone had ever seen. You were Rostam reborn,” Baba
would conclude. Sam listened to his father intently, trying to understand how and why he was
like Rostam. Slowly the myths began to replace reality, in his imagination anyway. He would
become the hero his father dreamt of; he would be a warrior, but rather a peaceful warrior of
wisdom. And then Baba would continue with more stories of Rostam’s childhood, stories that
centuries later continue to amaze people. Still a child, Rostam was sent to the White Mountain.
Rebels were raging among the people and had to be stopped. Rostam disguised himself as a
simple salt merchant sent to defeat the renegades. He was clever and realized that salt was
precious, and they would buy his merchandise. But they fell into his trap when they invited him
in, and Rostam single-handedly defeated the rebels in their own fortress. The people cheered
and hailed Rostam as a hero. He was still only a child. At this moment in the story Baba would
pause, brush Sam’s dark locks from his forehead and look deeply into Sam’s crystalline blue
eyes, wide-set and curious. “And you are my Rostam, light of my eyes. You are that hero.
Remember that. You can be like him in spirit.” Whenever Sam would doubt himself, he’d
remember his father’s words, that he was a miracle child, a champion, a young paladin. Baba’s
belief in Sam gave him confidence, but there was also doubt to overcome at times. Little by little,
with each repetition, Sam began to believe that he was strong, that he possessed the knowledge
and strength to defeat any enemy, maybe not with a sword or on the battlefield. But there were
other enemies to confront. He met them on the streets, in back alleys, and in the schoolyard.
Sam often thought about his father’s words and stories. Baba had told him so many times that
Sam began to believe the heroes were real. They became his constant companions. Baba



instilled strength and confidence in his son from the time he began to talk. Little by little, Sam
was determined: someday he would become Rostam. He wouldn’t disappoint Baba. Sam
listened and learned all the stories of his rich culture, but he also loved hearing about the
Prophet Mohammed. Baba would tell stories from the Qur’an, the hadiths, and Sam would listen
intently, admiring his father’s knowledge, memory and devotion. Stories of the Prophet’s good
deeds, not just to people, but love and respect for all things. Some of Sam’s favorite stories were
about animals. Six chapters of the Qur’an are named after creatures: the cow, cattle, bees, ants,
spider and elephant. And the hadiths had even more stories of cats, dogs, horses and camels. In
Islam it’s believed that animals are conscious of Allah and praise him – in their own way. Sam
thought of everything his father had taught him. To be a good person, to do good deeds. He
would honor his family and they would be proud.*** My life in the West was very different, but
somehow it was also the same, at least about hopes and fears. I couldn’t help but think that it
was a weighty burden for one so young. Shouldn’t Sam have been spending time playing and
enjoying a carefree childhood? But then, I hadn’t either. I suppose it strengthened my connection
to him even though we’d grown up on different continents, thousands of miles apart. Physically.
Spiritually, I’d been that child too.*** The road continued on, and the passengers grew anxious
with every turn, weary of the tossing and discomfort of the vehicle as it careened along. The
boys glanced among themselves, occasionally catching sight of each other’s gaze in the moonlit
dark. None of them dared to speak. Farhad glanced back from time to time. Normally a car trip
meant sleeping, being bored or whining about when would they arrive. But the tension was too
great among the five of them. Even the driver was quiet and furtively looked up and down, left
and right, ahead and behind, as though expecting the hills to come alive suddenly like a stone
monster who would rear up and swallow the vehicle. The jeep slowed as the road became even
more pitted by holes or large rocks that blocked their path. At times Farhad had to jump out and
roll a small boulder out of the way. Other times, Arvin struggled to maneuver around a larger
stone that couldn’t be budged. The boys became more fearful every time Arvin stopped the
vehicle. They gazed out at the wild, deserted hills on either side. The mountains loomed like
hovering giants, hunched over, glaring at their prey. After another hour Arvin pointed in the
distance, on the side of a hill to the left. They noticed a movement in the dark. A number of
vague figures were travelling rapidly along a path that would intersect with theirs. In a matter of
minutes their paths would cross. Sam held his breath and looked frantically from one twin to the
other. The darkness disguised their fear, but he could sense it in the tension. Unable to move,
their rigid bodies could have been sprung like the bow of Arash, the archer from the Shahnameh.
Arvin seemed calm and unperturbed, following the movement of the figures while still watching
the rutted road ahead. Their vehicle swung around a bend, and there they were. Three riders
mounted, each leading another horse. They stood beside the road about fifty feet ahead. Sam
could barely see their dark profiles, heads wrapped in tribal garb, the outline of their rifles, the
figures even blacker against the dark sky. Sam gasped and felt the tension of the twins on either
side of him. Amin reached for his father’s shoulder who turned and whispered, “Javash, javash,



easy, easy, it’s ok.” Arvin pulled up beside the group and indicated that everyone should get out.
He went to the back of the jeep and took out the backpacks and sleeping bags they had packed
for the journey. Sam’s father had packed his, but Sam had no idea what was in it. Farhad had
taken it when they met and changed vehicles. The riders only spoke to Arvin, in a dialect that
Sam didn’t understand, except a few words. In the dark it was difficult to make out the faces of
the riders, especially since the horses were nervous, moving and stomping as they tried to
approach. The horse each rider was leading had an empty saddle. Arvin first helped Amir and
Amin mount two separate horses. Farhad mounted the third horse, and Arvin lifted Sam up
behind him. It wasn’t easy as the horse continued to snort and dance back and forth, nervous
from the commotion. Finally, after several attempts, Sam was securely astride the horse, his
slender arms tightly grasping Farhad’s middle. He could feel the taut muscles of the older man
who was surprisingly fit. Sam could also smell the sweat of his body mixed with the acrid smell of
cigarettes. Sam wasn’t accustomed to the strong odor. His father didn’t smoke. Nor did anyone
in his family, but they had neighbors who did, so it wasn’t a completely unfamiliar smell. But now
with his face firmly implanted in Farhad’s broad back, there was no escaping the odor of pungent
sweat mixed with stale tobacco. With the help of Arvin, the riders quickly strapped the
backpacks and sleeping bags to their own saddles. Then they turned the horses around and
began the ascent up the hills towards the mountains. Each rider led the horse behind him,
leaving Farhad, Amin and Amir free of the reins and able to clutch the front of their saddles with
both hands. None of them had ever ridden before. Amir and Amin were clearly frightened beyond
all sense, calling for their father, “Baba, Baba!” As scared as Sam was, he had a strong grip on
Farhad. But more, he remembered Rostam’s great stallion, Rakhsh. He recalled the tales that
Baba had told him of Rostam’s skill as a warrior and great horseman. And of Rakhsh. Sam bit his
lip and steeled himself. He wouldn’t show weakness, nor would he cry for help. He grabbed
Farhad’s jacket and squeezed his arms even tighter. Not knowing how to ride, he squeezed both
his legs at the same time. Since he was behind the saddle, his slender legs reached down to the
flanks of their mount. The animal reacted swiftly, bolting when it felt Sam’s legs jab its soft belly,
nearly unseating Sam, but Farhad grabbed him. The rider leading them quickly pulled the lead
line as Sam’s mount bolted by. The rider rode up alongside and took the horse by the bridle,
remaining beside them instead of ahead. Sam was side-by-side, directly opposite the rugged
rider, his leg jostling the stranger’s, with the rough trotting motion of their horses pushing each
other along the narrow path. The rider bent down and moved Sam’s legs forward, indicating he
should keep his legs there. Shaking his head “no” and pointing to show Sam that he shouldn’t
kick the horse in its belly. Sam shook his head that he understood, but it was difficult to hold his
legs away with the bouncing. Each time he bumped the horse’s belly with every stride, the
skittish horse jumped forward and the lead rider had to pull him back again. Sam quickly
understood that the horse was scared and very sensitive in its flanks. Sam reacted calmly,
moving his legs as far forward as he could, but it was tiring. He could feel the horse’s own
anxiety, muscles tense as steel.*** I know how Sam must have felt. When I was about his age, I



was also thrown by a horse and broke my collarbone. I learned quickly and it was the only time a
horse threw me, although two other horses fell on top of me years later. Luckily, I moved quickly
to the side as a half-ton of flesh and hide nearly crushed me into the frozen ground one time, a
stone and gravel road the second. Sam reacted just as quickly. We both learned to admire and
respect the power of our steeds.*** When Baba talked about Rostam and his many adventures,
Sam’s favorite part was the story of Rakhsh, the stallion that only Rostam could ride. And no
other horse could carry the young boy, as big and mighty and strong as Rostam was. Sam
enjoyed hearing how Rostam tamed the stallion. Baba would become very excited when he told
this part of the tale, and fortunately Sam thought, Baba repeated it many times. The kingdom
was scoured from west to east to find a mount for Rostam. One by one each horse was brought
before him, but none could measure up. Remember, Baba would say, that Rostam was bigger
than any other warrior, even when he was a young child. Every horse that Rostam tried would
buckle under his weight, even when Rostam placed a single hand on their backs. How could any
horse carry him if none could bear the weight of just one of his hands? Then Rostam saw a
young colt with a coat of deep red. His body was covered in dapples, shining like copper. No one
knew where the young stallion came from, and no one could catch him. But Rostam tried, and lo
and behold, Rostam was the only one the colt would allow to approach. Sam had seen many
horses and had always wanted one. Only it had to be as brave and intelligent as Rostam’s
famous war horse. When Sam was born, his father had a farm, east of Rafsanjan and west of
Kerman in the southern part of Iran. The area produces much saffron and pistachios, and Sam’s
family had owned pistachio groves for many generations. He grew up in the city of Zarand, but
his family kept a country house on the farmlands which they would visit from time to time. Sam’s
father promised that he could have a horse when he turned twelve. Sam had waited patiently for
his 12th birthday. There were several horses on their farm, but they were work horses and old.
Sam wanted a magnificent, young horse, a great stallion of enormous strength and courage.
Sam had already decided to name his horse after Rostam’s mighty steed. He would call him
Rakhsh, a name from the east of Iran which means “luminous” for he was like lightning. He would
find a young stallion the same dark red, burnished color, a gigantic horse with intelligence and
spirit that could fight off lions and be as strong as an elephant. His Rakhsh would be as loyal to
him as the famous steed had been to Rostam. And only Sam could catch him. And only Sam
could ride him. Together they would race the wind in the hills around their country lands, through
the pistachio groves. Together they would find and defeat the evil jinn, spirits, in the hillsides
nearby. They would be the closest of friends and would be together their entire lives. Even
though Sam knew most horses only live a few decades, his Rakhsh would live forever. There
was one part of the story that Sam tried to forget about the treachery of a brother who caused
the death of both Rostam and Rakhsh. A cowardly act. Sam pushed that memory of the story out
of his thoughts; they would re-create history. His Rakhsh would grow old with him. He would
rather remember the many heroic deeds that Rakhsh would perform, protecting his master even
when he slept. Sam looked down at the horse he was riding. He again breathed in the smell of



sweat and tobacco. The odor of the horse’s sweat mingled with those of the man he clung to.
The sides of their horse were frothy, white with foam from running up the steep hill carrying two
bodies of dead-weight. The horse wasn’t nearly the size of Rakhsh and struggled to carry the
weight of two riders. His heaving grunts and huffing lungs brought Sam back to the moment as
he gazed out onto the dark landscape. The other five horses galloped ahead along a flat stretch
in the path. The lead rider then turned up the hillside and slowed to a gentle trot to give the
horses a break. Sam’s father told him that while horses can maintain a trot for many miles, they
can only run a short distance. But the horse’s trotting was jarring, not nearly as smooth as the
gallop. Sam wished they could run again, but he knew the horses couldn’t keep the pace very
long. The bumpy movement of the trotting animal nearly caused him to fall off again, and he
gripped Farhad even more tightly. He buried his face in Farhad’s back and squeezed his stick-
thin arms around the sturdy man. Sam wasn’t able to see very far in the darkness anyway. How
could the riders see where they were going? The faint moonlight provided some light, but
sometimes the moon slipped behind a cloud and all vision disappeared with it. Sam supposed
that the lead rider knew the way since he had made the journey many times. As the path
became steeper, the horses slowed to a walk and Sam was glad. His rear end was sore from
bumping up and down on the animal’s spine, and the chafing of the saddle beneath his legs had
caused blisters. The sweat of the heavily breathing horse had soaked through his trousers
making his skin wet and cold. How long would they ride through the night? Sam wondered. His
thoughts returned to his own Rakhsh, not Rostam’s stallion, but the one his father had promised
to buy him when he turned twelve. Soon, Sam would be twelve. Soon, he would have his very
own Rakhsh.*** Sam watched as the lead horse made its way through the low brush up the side
of the hill, just a shadow of darker black against lighter gray-black. The first rider led the horse
that Amir was riding. Another rider followed, leading Amin on his horse. Finally, the third rider
was only a few feet ahead, his right arm stretched out behind him, pulling the lead of the horse
carrying himself and Farhad. The moonlight appeared again, a strong beacon that pointed to the
top of a ridge above them. That’s where we’re going, Sam thought. The climb up the steep
canyon walls took another thirty minutes. They saw the first bright patches of snow. He knew
more would appear the higher they rode. When they reached the top, there was a dip and then
another sharp incline as the hill raced up to form yet another ridge. First, they had to slide down
a short incline. The horses bunched themselves up, hindquarters tucked squarely beneath them.
Then the rider leading their horse began yelling at them (although they had no idea what he was
saying!) showing them how to lean back as their horses began to slide down the steep hillside.
Their horse stayed close to the other horse leading him. Sam hung on even more tightly since
the hillside was uneven and their horse lurched from time to time, causing them to slide halfway
off the saddle. Sam and Farhad pulled themselves back up straight again, but it was difficult.
Sam could feel Farhad shaking and wondered how such a strong and powerful man could be
frightened. Sam wasn’t afraid; he refused to show fear; he trusted their “Rakhsh” to get them
down the hill safely. For many hours they continued the slow progress of climbing one hill and



sliding down the back of the same hill. Little by little they were climbing higher, and the air was
becoming cooler and thinner as they reached yet another ridge. More snow appeared on the
cliffs beside them. Sam began to think that the ridges would never end. There was little to see on
the path, low shrubs, rocks, no wildlife crossed their path. We’re making too much noise, Sam
thought. But any creatures nearby had hidden themselves long before they approached their
hiding spots. And surely most creatures were deep in sleep in their dens. He thought about the
wildlife that lived in the surrounding hills. What had he read? He remembered that hyenas
roamed the hills. And fallow deer. And ages before lions had ruled, but they’d disappeared. One
less predator to worry about. But it wasn’t the animals that concerned Sam. He knew the
greatest threat came from the soldiers who guarded the border and the bandits who preyed
upon desperate people trying to cross the borders. Smuggling – people and goods – had been
active in the stretch of mountains for decades. The “guides” had probably smuggled hundreds of
people across the very same border. He, Farhad and the twins were just the latest trying to
reach safety. After countless hours, although it seemed to Sam they had travelled for days, not
just one night, the guides stopped and dismounted. Again, using hand signals and simple
words, they indicated that the four of them should climb up a steep hillside to the right. The
remnants of a path with depressions for footholds. After five minutes they reached a flat area that
spread out toward an even steeper wall of stone. The lead rider was accustomed to the path,
and nearly sprinting, raced up and threw down the four backpacks with sleeping bags
attached. He had carried them up the hill alone. With more strange gesticulations, and some
words barely recognizable as Farsi, the rider managed to make them understand that they
should sleep in the shelter. The guides would return the next night. He kept pointing to the back
of the ridge, then turned and disappeared back down the same path, just as quickly as he’d
ascended it. Amir and Amin were dazed, everyone was exhausted. Curious, Farhad moved
towards the hillside where the lead rider had pointed. Patches of snow dotted the flat area, but
fortunately the snow wasn’t deep yet. “Here, there’s a door in the stone,” he shouted back to the
boys. “I think there’s some shelter. It looks like a small cave.” Sam and the twins grabbed their
backpacks and followed Farhad to an opening in what appeared to be solid rock. They carefully
entered the opening and found a crude stone table near the door. Scattered about the room
were discarded things, probably left by the last group who had spent the night there. The stone
walls were built into the hillside, but upon closer inspection, Farhad could see that walls had
been built as though to melt into the stone of the hill itself. From the path below, it was nearly
invisible. The entrance was low, and the flat area in front of the cave slanted down so the door
couldn’t be seen until one was only a few feet away. Dawn would be breaking soon and, as
Farhad had been instructed by the contacts in Tabriz, they should rest and sleep during the day.
The day would be warmer than the night, but they shouldn’t build a fire, they’d advised. The
horses and riders would return after dark and continue for another night. Farhad explained to the
boys as they sat down to eat the first food they’d had since they left Tabriz the day before. Each
of them had three water bottles along with dried meat and fruits, enough to sustain them for



several days. None of them had much appetite though. Their anxiety was too high, and food
wasn’t especially appealing, stomachs tight from tension. Sam was thirsty, madly thirsty, and
began gulping down one bottle. “No, stop!” Farhad warned. “That water has to last, who knows
how long. Just take sips. Javash, easy.” Food was necessary to keep them warm in the cold,
mountain air. Sam had nearly frozen sitting still on the back of their horse all night. All of them
had been cold. Fortunately, Sam had the shelter and body warmth of Farhad’s massive back in
front of him. From time to time they had dismounted to walk and warm themselves. They wanted
to avoid getting too warm and sweating so they didn’t walk far. Finally, settled into the small hut,
they could huddle together and eat heartily, sharing their food and the warmth of their bodies. It
was the first time that Sam truly realized he wouldn’t be going back. This wasn’t a ‘picnic’ or
boys’ outing. His father had gently explained the night before they left, reluctantly and cautiously
describing what was about to happen. And why. Sam couldn’t believe his father’s words. It was
time for Sam to become the child hero, to become Rostam reborn.*** Sam’s story touched me
deeply. Could I have had the courage of Sam when I was eleven years old? Where did his
strength of character come from? Sam had an advantage I did not: the love and faith of two
parents who believed in him unconditionally.Chapter 2The sun rose soon after they arrived at the
hut. Even though it was bright, exhaustion overwhelmed them, and they settled into a quasi-
sleep while they could. Their sleeping bags were thick and provided enough warmth. The floor of
the hut was stone and scattered with loose debris and small rocks. Amir and Amin gathered
some dried grasses which helped as bedding, softening the stone. Sam fashioned a sleeping
spot near Farhad, across from the twins. Fortunately, the opening of the hut faced west, and it
would be hours until the sun shone directly into the one-room hut. By then the boys were
sleeping deeply, but their sleep wasn’t restful. Farhad, with genuine fatherly instincts, kept
getting up to check outside the hut. He finally moved his makeshift bed of grasses and sleeping
bag, with a backpack for a pillow, to the entrance of the hut. At least he felt confident that an
intruder would have to get by him first. The twins were all he had left in the world since their
mother died in a car accident the year before. His daughter had succumbed to cancer three
years before that, and his own parents had passed a decade earlier. Then his ability to earn a
living was lost. He had nothing but the twins. The three of them were all alone.Farhad gazed at
his two sons, alike in so many ways, but not at all in appearance. Amin was taller, slender and
had blue-green eyes, like their mother. Amir was stocky and several inches shorter, built more
like Farhad himself. His hair was lighter, and his eyes were nearly black. Farhad struggled to
raise the boys alone the last year. His only other relatives had moved to the West many years
before. There was nothing and no one left in Iran, only horrible memories and wretched
nightmares of tragedy. He had two cousins who had immigrated to America many years before.
They had homes and families – and were his only hope. If he and the twins could get to Southern
California, they could begin again, leaving only pain and hardship behind. Farhad had contacted
his cousins who were willing to help with paperwork, jobs, a place to stay. They would have a
new beginning. The risks of the journey to reach Turkey were worth taking, even though it wasn’t



the easiest path.Many Iranians had chosen other routes; most flew to Serbia and waited there to
continue on to America. The Serbian route took a lot of money, more than Farhad had for the
three of them. He heard that Serbia was full of Iranians travelling West. They looked more like
tourists then immigrants, on holiday, enjoying the restaurants and nicer hotels. Serbia was also
full of other refugees from Africa and the Middle East, trying to reach Europe and beyond, but
the Iranians were easy to spot. The young Iranians wore their designer sunglasses and satchels,
and their expensive Swiss watches. The refugees from other countries had sold everything to
pay for the trip. The only thing they kept were their telephones which was their only contact with
the past and lifeline to the future.What about young Sam? Farhad wondered. His father had
entrusted his only son to him, his good friend. The son that meant more to Baba than his own
life. Farhad glanced over at the young boy sleeping uncomfortably on the stone floor. Was it
worth it, sending an eleven-year-old away on his own? The responsibility weighed heavily on
Farhad. He was certain that he could never have parted with his own sons, but he understood
his friend’s desperation to secure a safe life for Sam, and eventually the family. Somehow it
seemed to be their destiny; they also had cousins in Northern California and thus Baba decided
very quickly when he’d learned Farhad was leaving.Amir began to stir and sat up. After blinking,
stretching and looking around, his memory of the night before returned. He got up and walked
over to sit beside his father who was half-asleep, half-daydreaming. Amir leaned up against
Farhad who was propped against the doorframe. It was quiet, only a few sounds, mostly the
wind in the dead, dried grasses. Not much wildlife at that time of year – no lizards, mice, birds
pecking for seeds or worms in the soft earth between the stones of the flat terrace in front of the
hut. Everything was frozen or covered in snow. Little wildlife could survive the cold temperatures.
The creatures were safe and warm in their winter dens, waiting for the spring to bloom.Farhad
put his arm around his son who leaned up against his broad, muscular chest. His arms were
powerful, and the young boy felt safe with his father’s protection. Amir slipped into a light sleep
again before he had a chance to speak.Memories appeared again as Farhad brushed his son’s
long mane off his forehead. He’d do anything for them. He knew Sam’s father would too. That’s
why Sam had accompanied them. The dangers of the trip were many. He wished they’d had the
money to fly to Serbia, stay in a clean hotel, eat regular meals and wait. But there were
obstacles. Mostly money. And he was running from financial problems. Creditors, bills, taxes. His
store had done poorly the last few years, ever since the sanctions had begun to cripple the
country, goods were hard to get, twice then three times as much and then other costs
skyrocketed to ridiculously expensive … and poorer quality. Merchants struggled to keep their
shelves filled and customers satisfied. Little by little, savings disappeared, even personal
treasures had to be sold. Anything to keep going. Then the bills and taxes became mountains
that Farhad could no longer scale. He burned the bills. But more came and more mountains of
paper overwhelmed him. Finally, they had nothing. Their home had to be sold, and they lived in a
room in the back of the store. That’s when his wife Roxanne died. It was too much, and Farhad
broke down. He had to leave the country, but normal routes were closed to him. That’s how he



found himself hiding in the hills trying to escape a life of despair. He feared that the police would
come for him, to take him to debtors’ prison. Or worse. Then what would become of his young
sons? All he had left in the world. He had no choice. He couldn’t go to a travel agency like
anyone else; he couldn’t apply for visas. He scraped together every last coin and found a contact
who had a contact who had a cousin who would lead them through the mountains. They would
apply for asylum in Turkey, although he realized that his chances were slim. If not, maybe in a
new country where he could stay under the radar, work illegally. Maybe his relatives in California
could help if he could get out of Iran. That’s what brought him to this point with his own sons and
the son of his closest friend, hiding on a mountainside, travelling a treacherous route.The path
they took had been used earlier by Iranians fleeing their country immediately after the revolution.
But it had been many years since, and most people were able to leave the country legally, at
least seemingly. They travelled abroad, allegedly on vacation, forfeiting their return tickets. The
little money Farhad had he gave to the smugglers. Half before anyway. There were ways. Pay a
relative of someone in another country. Their relatives would pay later in that country to relatives
of the recipient. Money schemes were well developed throughout the Middle East. They could
always use the havaleh as it is called in Farsi, or hawala or hewala. Since the 8th century the
human networks had been the original “bankers,” exchanging money for centuries using
elaborate schemes based on networks of people. Long before banks managed money, a
spider’s web of people moved money, goods and people effortlessly for centuries. As soon as he
got to Turkey, Farhad would find work and contact their families in California.Sam’s father knew
the risks, but trusted Farhad, after all he had known him all his life. And he had little choice. His
own situation wasn’t any better. The family had sacrificed everything to provide a new life for
Sam. He would be their anchor, and with luck, they could follow. A young boy with too much
responsibility.The light began to shine brightly over the stones and into the doorway. Farhad’s
thoughts returned to the present and their predicament. The sun was nearly overhead, near
noon. The boys could sleep longer; after they woke, they would eat. When night fell, the riders
would return, and they’d continue through the mountains. Farhad tried to doze.After an hour or
so Sam woke, followed shortly by Amin who must have sensed the movements of the others.
Farhad and Amir were sitting outside by the door, letting the sun warm their bodies and renew
their energy. It was afternoon and the sun would drop in a few hours. They ate and drank and
rested more to prepare for the journey into the next night and an uncharted life.Within several
hours the riders would return. The boys looked around for anything useful, which was futile since
the area had obviously been picked clean by the last refugees. Sam and Amir sat down on the
slanted ground outside the door. Slowly they began talking, building a friendship, sharing their
experiences and lives at home. After Amin returned from checking the area, he joined the boys.
Farhad sat out on the edge of the small plateau watching for riders in the distance. He knew they
wouldn’t risk travelling in daylight. But where did they go when they left? Did they have a hiding
place nearby, and if so, why hadn’t they taken them there? Somewhere with a softer surface,
maybe a thin mattress and a blanket for warmth. Not much. They didn’t need a lot to be



comfortable. A roof, food, water and protection from wild animals. That would suffice.***Not
many years before I had been there, or nearby. Afghanistan. In huts and tents, with my fellow
soldiers. Cold nights, surrounded by predators, two-legged and four. I remember my first night in
a mountain hut. But not now … I’m telling Sam’s story.***It had been dark for hours it seemed,
and Sam began to wonder whether the riders would return. He couldn’t let the boys know his
concerns, however. Amir and Amin had no qualms and expressed their fear to their father who
reassured them that it would take time … just a little longer. ‘Be patient, boys. They’ll be here.’
After another hour of impatiently waiting, hands wringing, and nerves spent, noises came from
the valley floor. Irregular sounds of sonorous hooves clacking on stone, muffled voices and
occasional snorts and grunts of animals and men laboring as they climbed the hillsides. After
about fifteen minutes, the boys were relieved to see the three men and six horses slowly
approaching the path below them. They grabbed their packs and climbed back down to the main
path. With brief greetings of ‘Salam’ and not much more, they mounted the same horses they’d
ridden the night before. Sam was again clinging to Farhad, and the twins were riding their own
horses. Sam felt more comfortable this time and became bolder. The first night he had inwardly
been terrified to move. The tension of hours on horseback, or walking behind the horse, had
caused him to sleep soundly the night before, even on a bed of stone with little to eat and a
ration of water. The horses were well rested, and the night air caused them to be flighty. Later
they would settle into a slow plod as the terrain became rougher the higher they climbed. It
seemed the night passed more quickly than the one before. Maybe because Sam dozed often,
the clip-clop of hooves and rocking of their mounts lulled him into a state of drowsy apparitions.
From time to time, he relaxed and nearly slid off, only to wake as Farhad grabbed his arm, and
he regained his grip around the older man’s torso. He would awaken, sit up straight, watch the
movement of the clouds’ obscure shadows passing over, imagine what shapes they formed,
only to slip into a calming half-sleep where he was leading an ancient army against the
neighboring realm and its evil hordes. He would face and defeat their sinister king in a battle of
hand-to-hand conflict and his men would cheer. The enemy’s men would declare him their
leader, join his forces, and his glory and reputation would grow with each victory.***The
landscape of the second night was much like the first, plodding up hills, sliding down the back of
the same slope. Veiled moonlight, passing clouds that sometimes left a vacant sky, darkened by
the shrouded moon. Noises in the distance from time to time, but most of the time deathly
stillness except for the hoofbeats and heartbeats that deafened their ears. An occasional snort
of one of their horses startled the boys. Somehow talking didn’t seem right, or at least, difficult.
They travelled in single file up a narrow path which meant one would have to yell back and forth.
Avoiding noise was paramount. They couldn’t know when border guards or bandits might
suddenly appear around a corner. Surprisingly, the night went quite swiftly and without
incident.About an hour before dawn, they reached a plateau that overlooked a wide valley below.
A makeshift shack appeared on the horizon, and they soon realized it was their next destination.
The structure was dilapidated, but it had a roof and a door, which was an improvement from the



night before. At least they could keep out nightly visitors. As they approached, the head guide
began his gesticulations and animated instructions. Again, they understood: sleep there, ride
again the next night. The twins dismounted, and Farhad and Sam slid off their horse. One of the
riders placed their backpacks and sleeping bags at the door.Stretching their legs after so many
hours of inactivity, with only two or three stops to rest and relieve themselves during the journey,
they began to settle in for the second night. As quickly as the night before, the three riders
disappeared again to their unknown hideaway. They would be back at nightfall, if Farhad
understood them correctly. It seemed the message was the same. Their instructions had enough
Farsi for Farhad to understand.*** The make-shift structure was shaky, and it seemed that a
heavy wind could blow it down. The walls were wooden slats with gaps in between, some so
large that it was possible to slip a hand through here and there. There was a door of sorts,
enough to keep wild predators out. It latched on the inside and shut out the light which would
help them sleep during the day. Later, once the sun shone fully on the hut, shafts of light fell
across the dirt floor like lines on a zebra. Or the iconic black-and-white stripes of prisoners’ garb
from a 1920s film. It felt like a prison cell – but without the comforts of a toilet, a bed and solid
walls. Again, the twins searched outside for soft moss or leaves to make the floor more
comfortable. Bearable at least. Some was covered in snow, but they found enough grass to
make four spots to lie on. Farhad spread a small cloth, a sufreh, inside the shelter where they
could sit and eat. The cold was their only motivation to eat since the tense atmosphere made
them lose their appetite. Their bodies needed to be replenished to keep them warm so Farhad
insisted. Still none of them felt particularly hungry, the lack of physical exertion, nothing more
than trying to maintain one’s balance of the backs of their sturdy steeds, the rocking of the
animals’ movement as they shifted their weight from one hind leg to the other. A motion that
caused Sam to rock gently into a sense of ethereal timelessness. The hero Rostam on Rakhsh
crossing the high mountain pass, his armies of tens-of-thousands trailing for miles behind him.
Sam’s night ride had been full of images of warriors and battles, of fighting off wild beasts only to
turn and face another human beast bent on his demise. He slid in and out of consciousness,
only occasionally disrupted by a comment from Farhad asking whether he was tired or hungry or
needed to stretch his legs. Throughout the journey they stopped several times and dismounted,
usually when the terrain was particularly treacherous. Sometimes simply to stretch their stiff
muscles. Walking helped. It was dark, but Sam would hold the tail of their horse and follow in the
same footsteps. The horses needed to rest, too, especially Sam and Farhad’s since their young
mare was carrying two. Sam was small and light, but Farhad was a stocky, strong man. His
physique was blocky, like the wrestlers for which Iran is renowned. Powerful, square, solid
bodies. Wrestling had been Farhad’s second passion. The first was his family – his wife and
children. Farhad had married young, unlike many other young men. He met Roxanne when he
was only 20 and instantly fell in love. Her family was poor, and his family was concerned, but
there was no denying that they loved each other deeply. From the first moment. Neither family
opposed the match, and the marriage took place within a few months. Their daughter Anita was



born the next year, four years before Amir and Amin. Roxanne helped Farhad with the store,
selling textiles and carpets until she became pregnant with the twins. Her condition was delicate
with two babies who were both quite large, even though they were twins. Roxanne was a petite
woman, feminine and delicate. Her vulnerability was something that Farhad found irresistible
and made him want to protect her even more. His robust nature never failed to make her feel
secure and loved. To her he was a mighty oak, a sturdy trunk with long branches that sheltered
and surrounded her with his unending compassion. Farhad missed her desperately. And the
twins did too. She had been devastated when their daughter was diagnosed with cancer. The
anguish of watching her daughter’s frail body wither away was too much for Roxanne. Farhad’s
heart ached from the pain of both his daughter’s illness and his wife’s distress. When the news
came that Roxanne had been hit by a bus crossing a busy road, Farhad nearly broke down.
Without the twins he may have considered drastic action when depression overcame him.
Roxanne’s death following their daughter’s, coupled with the mounting financial woes, were
exacerbated by his inability to maintain their home. No one could have survived the growing
chasm of lack of money, scarcity of resources and fear for the future – their own personal lives
and their country. After many years of relative peace, would they again be thrown back into
another war? The last one had devastated the ranks of young men, the interminable war with
their neighbor Iraq which had drained the country and the spirit of the people.*** The day
passed by quickly it seemed. Perhaps they all slept too well, too deeply. Perhaps they were so
exhausted that even the bright rays of sun didn’t wake them. The rays pierced the open holes in
the shack like swords in a magician’s box that failed to strike the courageous assistant who
continued to smile as each new blade was thrust dangerously close to her body. Nothing could
wake Farhad and the boys. Finally, night descended and a cold, evening breeze arose. Farhad
shivered himself awake, grasping for something to pull over his body. He regained enough
consciousness to realize that it was well past nightfall. The three boys were still sleeping
soundly. It was a pity to disturb their dreams. Sleep was the elixir they all needed desperately.
Amin stirred and then sat up, “Is it time, Baba? Where are we?” Disoriented for several minutes,
he regained his memory, glancing about the darkened space. Then it all came back. Farhad
woke Sam and Amir and began setting out their meager portion to eat before beginning the next
night’s journey. They should have enough time before the riders returned. The boys were groggy,
but one by one, made their way outside to relieve themselves. When they returned, they sat
down to eat and wait again. Several hours passed. During the wait they exchanged stories of
their home life, relatives, trips, school, anything to make the time go by quickly. Farhad looked
down at his watch, which was digital and the time blinked neon green. 11:47. Nearly midnight.
The riders should have returned hours before. The boys were engaged in conversation, even
Sam who was generally rather quiet. Farhad was glad that the twins hadn’t noticed the lateness,
but Sam had. He’d become concerned, but Farhad didn’t say anything. He assumed – hoped –
that it was part of the plan. After all, they had to be close to their destination. The boys
continued to talk about school, sports, anything that came to mind. Farhad ventured out to the



edge of the canyon wall that looked out on the path they had come up the night before. Any
movement or sign of life? The riders had left on the same path they had ascended. Again, where
did they go and why didn’t they just take them with them? But no. They probably returned to their
families or a village, and strangers would’ve been suspicious. Guards either patrolled the
villages or had informants among the villagers. He couldn’t be certain. All they said was to wait.
They’d return.They waited. After another half-hour of staring into the black canyons and a
midnight-blue sky, Sam emerged from the hut. He cautiously picked his way across the rough
terrain and stood by Farhad. “Shouldn’t they be here by now?” Sam asked. Farhad shook his
head but didn’t speak. He had no idea where the border was, whether they were still in Iran or
had crossed into Turkey. He knew from his contacts before the journey that it would be about two
and half days. They had travelled two nights, so in theory, a half-day remained. Maybe that was
it. They only needed another few hours to reach the roads where they could flag down a truck, or
with luck, a passing bus that connected the villages across the southeastern part of Turkey. “By
my count we only have half a night’s ride left, Sam,” Farhad assured him. “They will be here soon.
Nothing to worry about.” Nodding his head in agreement, Sam made his way carefully back to
the hut. Farhad remained looking out into the darkness, not entirely convinced of his excuse. It
was possible, of course. Why should they come early when only four or five hours remained?
The riders could still arrive in the next hour or two and lead them to the edge of civilization long
before the sun came up. An uneasiness crept through his bones. It was possible. Yes. But
somehow, he didn’t think it was likely. Of course, they would arrive. Sam began to argue with
himself. They had only been paid half the amount. The other half of the money wouldn’t be given
to them until Farhad called his contact who would give the rest to the contact’s contact. Whoever
that was, Farhad didn’t know. He just knew the transfers worked. Had always worked. This is how
things are done here. A friend knows a friend who knows someone. Networks that had been in
place for hundreds of years … thousands. The original networks – people to people. Clouds
were forming to the south, and the moonlight began to fade as shadows covered the sky. Farhad
walked back to the hut but didn’t enter. He sat on a large boulder to the right of the door. He
would let the boys rest and talk. He hoped they would remain occupied and distracted until the
riders came trotting up the path. Only another few hours and they would be among people
again. As Farhad sat there, he listened to the stillness. No signs nor sounds of life. No horns
blasting, no sirens blaring. It was a good sound. The sound of nothing. In nowhere. He continued
to sit alone in the silent majesty. The clouds moved away again, and the moonlight shimmered.
Stars covered the night sky. It was the first time he had actually noticed them since they began
the journey. They’d been there every night as they rode, but for the first time he actually looked
up and realized how beautiful and serene the shining jewels were.***The three boys kept busy,
but anxiety was rising. Farhad tried to give them puzzles for distraction. They recited poetry and
passages from the Shahnameh. Farhad knew much of it by heart and beamed as he spoke the
legendary words. But when he recited the poetry of the masters, he cried. Not wailing, but gentle
tears rolled down his cheeks. It wasn’t only the sadness that touched him, but the beauty of the



words. How could anyone not be moved by the sublime and subliminal. Sam knew them all well,
too. His own Baba recited many of the same passages over and over. The words were old
friends to Sam, but he welcomed them as though they were new friends that he was meeting for
the very first time. The twins also calmed as they listened to their father’s melodious voice, the
incantation, the rise and fall of the syllables as he described the elegance of a flower’s stem or
the luscious juice of a pomegranate. The last verse reminded Sam how thirsty he was, but they
didn’t dare waste any of their scarce supply of water. Who knew how long it would need to last,
now that their journey was interrupted. Or was it? Farhad hadn’t admitted anything was actually
wrong. He continued to cajole and act as though the delay was simply part of the plan. How long
could he hold out?As the night wore on, so did their nerves. Amir fell asleep, thankfully. Amin
was dosing and half-awake. Only Sam sat fully cognizant of their predicament.“They’re not
returning, are they?” he turned and looked squarely into Farhad’s eyes. It wasn’t easy for Farhad
to hide his emotions in the half-light.“Don’t worry. Believe me, they won’t walk away from half the
money so easily. And if they don’t come back, they won’t receive the rest of their money,” Farhad
spoke with authority. But Sam was wise and knew that “will” wasn’t the only factor.“They could’ve
been stopped by the military, you know, or attacked by bandits. I’m sure six healthy and sturdy
horses would be a tempting prize. And if they killed a few smugglers high in the mountains, who
would know. Even if they did, who would care. They’re breaking the law so they’d be doing the
authorities a favor.” Sam was clear in his analysis.“You’re right, but I’m sure they’re cautious and
know the terrain. They know where the military outposts are, where the …” but Farhad stopped.
No one knew where the outlaws that roamed the Zagros mountains hid.Dawn approached, and
light began to creep above the peaks to the east. Sam looked out the door and watched the
shadows of the hills and mountains behind him grow longer like sleeping dragons arising from
their lair. The rocks seemed to come alive. Sam could see warriors on the ridges, archers on the
ledges and the mounted cavalry thundering down the hillside. He and his men formed a wedge
and waited, spears aloft. At the last minute, he gave the command and their spears fell to form a
veritable wall of blades that pierced rider and mount without discrimination. Sam called out to his
men who stood behind the first row. They rallied and vaulted over the men in front, slashing and
swirling in a frenzy of battle lust. Sam stood dead-center and observed it all, calling orders to the
left, commanding more troops to the right. They were winning, and Sam allowed a smile to form
at the corners of his mouth, which then widened to show his brilliantly white, perfect teeth.“They
will arrive at dawn,” Farhad’s words snapped Sam back to the moment and disrupted his battle
glory of savoring the impending victory. “They will arrive, and we’ll continue in daylight. We must
be very near anyway.”The sun was climbing high and the mystique of war suspended, Sam sat
down on a rock and stared down the path the riders had descended the night before. More
hours passed by painfully and slowly. “They’re not coming,” he said flatly, with a finality that made
Farhad believe him. The sun was nearly overhead. Sam turned and went back into the hut.
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